THANK YOU VERY MUCH

for visiting our booth at
METALEX Thailand 2018 !

METALEX 2018 has
successfully completed
METALEX 2018 at Bitec in
Bangkok has come to close.
Hundreds of customers from
around the world came to our
booth, and all of them showed
great interests in our labels!!
We found that most of the
visitors were highly interested in
temperature monitoring for
process control and research.

Among the visitors are various
engineers, managers, directors,
researchers, professors,
consultants, technical advisors.
We shared the problems about
temperature control and talked
about how to cope with them
using our temperature labels. It
was a great experience for us and
we were very happy that we had
this great opportunity to see you
all. Thank you very much!
Temperature indicating materials

The advantage of chemical irreversible label
“Irreversible never lies”. This is the phrase we sometimes use when we talk about the merit of using temperature labels.
If the label has reached to a specific temperature, the indicator changes in a blink and it will never go back to the original.
This means that you won’t miss the fact that the temperature has crossed a threshold temperature in the past.

Solutions for quality control and temperature monitoring

Temperature is an important factor in all of our lives, supporting safety and quality in every field and category of
business. Temperature monitoring is indispensable in fields such as process control, quality assurance, maintenance
of machine/machinery, distribution and infrastructure. Temperature Label requires no power supply no specific
technology. Just by applying the Temperature Label, you can quickly note temperature changes just by looking. NiGK
provides quality control and temperature monitoring solutions for every profession.

Sample: For your solutions!
NiGK can provide various type
of sample for you on request.
Please feel free to contact us
anytime. You can get anything
what you want.
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